Abstract-Document classification uses different types of word weightings as features for representation of documents. In our findings we find the class document frequency, df c, of a word is the most important feature in document classification. Machine learning algorithms trained with df c of words show similar performance in terms of correct classification of test documents when compared to more complicated features. The importance of df c is further verified when simple algorithms developed solely on the basis of df c shows performance that compares closely with that of more complex machine learning algorithms. We also found improved performance when the df c of links of documents in a class is used along with the df c of the words of the document. We compared the algorithms for showing the importance of df c on the Reuters-21578 text categorization test classification and the Cora data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the tremendous increase of online information [17] [18] , most of which are in text document form, management and retrieval of these documents by internet search engines become unimaginable without good document classification algorithms.
Document classification is the process of assigning documents to one or more predefined categories based on their contents. Classification is based on the previous documents belonging to different categories to which new documents are assigned. Classification learning is called supervised when some external mechanism provides information on the correct classification during the training of algorithm. It is called unsupervised when classification learning is done entirely without the proper label. This paper is on document classification algorithm implementing supervised learning.
Supervised machine learning algorithms learn patterns from features in documents. Different types of features can be used to represent a document as a vector of features. The feature could mean the presence of a single word, a linguistic phrase or a complicated syntax template. According to the study conducted by Lewis [4] on the effects of syntactic phrases in text categorization it was found that a naive Bayesian classifier trained only with single word as feature did better than the one trained with noun phrases. Using syntactic phrases as features did not contribute to the improvement on rule-based classifiers [3] . It also did not show much improvement on naive Bayesian and SVM classifiers [11] . Information retrieval research suggests that words work well as representation units and that their ordering in
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Hawaii, Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822 USA (e-mail: asharma@hawaii.edu; kuh@spectra.eng.hawaii.edu). document can be ignored for classification tasks [11] [12] . A document therefore can be considered as a bag of words and defined as a vector of features each corresponding to a word in the document. There are different approaches to assigning weights to these features, [1] [2] [3] [4] [15] [19] . Papers [2] and [20] assess performance of machine learning algorithms on different types of features and come to different conclusions as to the best feature suitable for document classification. In this paper, a binary 1 for presence and binary 0 for absence of word is the feature value assigned to represent a document vector so that the sum of these features across all the documents in a class constitute df c. Class document frequency, df c, is used as the feature for performance assessment of different machine learning algorithms.
An algorithm Algd1 is developed based directly on df c and its performance is found to be comparable to that based on class term frequency (tf c) and other machine learning algorithms. Also another algorithm Algd2 is developed in which words with low class document frequency are made to have less contribution than those with high class document frequency towards classification of test documents. It is found that this algorithm also performs well showing the importance of high class document frequency. It is shown in this paper that df c is an important discriminator for document classification and that machine learning algorithms extract information about df c during training which helps in the effective classification of documents. Also it is shown in this paper that link information of documents, such as conference papers with bibliographic citations, when used along with the word features of documents enhance the classification performance of algorithms. This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the feature representation of document. Section III discusses how feature representation proposed in section II is applied for training and testing different learning algorithms. Section IV shows why df c is an important feature. Section V and VI discuss experiments and results respectively. Section VII summarizes the paper and discusses further directions.
II. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
In text categorization words are considered as features for representation of documents ignoring their order of occurrence in the documents. Machine learning for text categorization requires numerical representation of these features for learning and categorization. There are different ways of assigning numerical values to these features. This section discusses a formal mathematical model for these representations.
Let W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . w N } be the set of N words constituting the vocabulary set. Let 
T is the transpose of the vector. The indicator function I(x) = 1 if x is true else I(x) = 0. If the first element of the vector xb(p) is 1 this means that the first word w 1 from the vocabulary set W is present in the document. If the second element of vector xb is 0 this means that the second word w 2 from the vocabulary set W is absent in the document. A document, d p , can be represented as a vector,
T , of term frequencies if the features are assigned with term frequency values i.e. 
T , of term frequency inverse document frequency if the features are assigned with term frequency inverse document frequency values. Term frequency inverse document frequency, tf idf i (p) ∈ [0, tfidf max ], is the product of tf i (p) and inverse document frequency, idf i , of the word w i ∈ W. Inverse document frequency, idf i , of a word is given by
Document frequency, df i , is the number of the documents containing the word w i i.e.
tf idf max is the maximum value that any tf idf i (p) can take.
A class c j also can be represented as a vector,
Here the first element of vector xcd(j) is df c 1 (j) meaning that the class, c j , contains the first word w 1 ∈ W and df c 1 represents the number of documents in the class containing the word w 1 . Class c j can be represented as a vector,
Here tf c max is the maximum number of times that any word w i ∈ W can occur in class c j and class term frequency is given by
The first element of vector xct j is tf c 1 (j) meaning that the class, c j , contains the first word w i ∈ W and there are total of tf c 1 number of the first word in the class c j and similarly for the other elements of the vector xct j . In case the documents are linked, such as conference papers with bibliographic citations, link patterns can be captured by introducing link features. Link features of a document d ∈ D can be modeled as the class distribution of the documents d p (j) the given document cites to and is cited by and is respectively given by the link
III. df c AS FEATURE FOR TRAINING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

A. Naive Bayes (NB)
This algorithm assumes a probabilistic model for the generation of text and makes a simplifying assumption of word independence in documents [5] . In this model, there are total of J classes and each class is represented as vector, xct(j) of class term frequency tf c i (j). The test document d which is a set of words
, on a test document d as the class it belongs to is given by
where the function argmax x f (x) returns that value of x for which f (x) has maximum value. P r(c j ) is estimated by P r(c j ) = |cj | P . where |c j | is the number of documents belonging to the class c j and P is the total number of documents. P r(
, where tf c i (j) is the number of times word w i occurs in class c j and tf i (d ) is the total number of times word w i (d ) occurs in the test document d . The model has to be modified when the class is represented as vector of class document frequency df c i (j). The test document d is now represented as vector xb(d ) of binary values. The decision of modified Naive Bayes, H ModNB (xb(d )) on the test document d as the class it belongs to is given by
, where df c i (j) is the number of documents in class c j that contain the word w i (d ). Since only the presence of word in the document is being considered, the term frequency tf i (d ) becomes irrelevant.
B. Probabilistic Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (PrTFIDF)
This algorithm also assumes a probabilistic model of generation of text. It, however, considers words as descriptors of documents and assigns different probabilities to different words being considered as descriptors of a document [5] . In PrTFIDF, the words are considered as belonging to a document of certain class unlike NB in which words are are considered as belonging to a class without regard to the document they are coming from. In this sense PrTFIDF is able to incorporate df c more than NB does. In this model there are total of J classes and each class is represented as vector of class term frequency. The test document d is represented as vector xt(d ) of term frequency tf i (d ). The decision, H P rT F IDF (xt(d )), on a test document d as the class it belongs to is given by
Here, P r(c j ) is estimated by P r(c j ) = |cj | P where |c j | is the number of documents belonging to the class c j and P is the total number of documents. P r(
. Here tf i (p) is the number of times word
The model has to be modified when the class is represented as vector of class document frequency. Then the test document d is represented as vector xb(d ) of binary values.
The decision of modified PrTFIDF, H ModP rT F IDF (xb(d )) on the test document as the class it belongs to is given by
.
C. K Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
In this algorithm, K nearest documents in training set to the test document is found and the class with the maximum number of the nearest neighbor documents is assigned to the test document [8] .
, on a test document as the class it belongs to is given by
KN N are the K nearest neighbor documents to the test document. The distance between the test document and the training documents in different classes is computed as
The distances are sorted and K minimum distances are chosen which forms the K nearest neighbors of the test document. For the algorithm to be able to learn class document frequency the training document is represented as a vector, xb(p) of binary values and the test document is represented as vector xb(d ). The distance between the test document and training documents in different classes is then computed as
Again, the distances are sorted and K minimum distances are chosen which forms the K nearest neighbors of the test document. The decision, H KNN (xb(d )), on the test document d as the class it belongs to is now given by
SVM is a maximum margin classifier and maximizes the minimum distance of the decision hyperplane from the positive and negative examples [6] 
If the decision is +1 the test document belongs to the class 1 otherwise it belongs to the class 2. The weight vector w is found by solving the following quadratic programming problem [10] .
arg min w,b
This constrained optimization problem can be solved by introducing Lagrange multipliers α p ≥ 0, with one multiplier α p for each of the constraints t p (w
Minimizing the Lagrangian with respect to w, b and ξ p gives w = P p=1 α p t p x(p), P p=1 α p t p = 0 and α p = C − μ p . The duel representation of this problem is now given by
Here the non zero Lagrangian multiplier α p corresponds to those document vectors that are on or below the margin and are called Support Vectors represented by xs(p). Once w has been found, b can be found using b = t p − w T xs(p). For training SVM, the training documents, d p ∈ D, are represented as vectors, xt(p), of term frequency tf i (p), and vectors, xb(p), of binary values respectively. When the SVM is used to classify documents that have link information also [16] then the vectors corresponding to the documents are augmented by the link information by concatenating the link vector with the document vector. The augmented training document vector is give by xab(p) = [xb(p); l(p) cite ; l(p) cited ] which is then used to train the SVM. The augmented test document vector is given by
which is used to test the performance of SVM.
IV. ALGORITHMS USING CLASS DOCUMENT FREQUENCY(df c) AND CLASS TERM FREQUENCY(tf c)
In this section we discuss two simple algorithms just using df c and tf c. 
B. Classification Based on df c and tf c with High Values
Here the algorithms Algd 2 and Algt 2 examine class document frequency, df c i (j), and class term frequency tf c i (j) respectively by using some heuristics so that df c i (j) and tf c i (j) of words with high value contribute more to the classification than those with low values in a document. The reason for doing this is to assess whether words with high df c i (j) and tf c i (j) contribute dominantly towards the classification performance of the algorithms. This would also help to assess the relative performances of the algorithms on df c i (j) and tf c i (j). There are J classes so there are J vectors, xcd(j). Each of these vectors is normalized to get a normalized vector nxcd(j) = xcd(j) maxi(xcdi(j)) , where max i (xcd i (j)) which is the maximum value occurring in the vector, xcd(j), divides all the elements of that vector to give the vector nxcd(j). The elements of vector, nxcd(j) whose value is less than 0.1 is removed meaning that those words that occur less than ten percent of the documents are removed from the vector. A new vector nxcd(j0.1) with N 1 elements is formed in which the element with least value is 0.1. This process is applied to vectors of all classes. The vector is now represented as nxcd(j0
T where df c m (j), 1 ≤ m ≤ N 1 is a normalized class document frequency. For each these vectors, nxcd(j0.1), fraction of elements are considered as contributing significantly to the classification of documents. In this paper, vector elements with value of at least 0.5 are considered as contributing 50% to the classification of training documents. All the elements of a vector nxcd(j0.1) with value at least 0.5 are considered to form a new vector nxcd(j0.5) with N 2 elements in which the element having the least value is 0.5. Value of 0.5 is considered because it gives the best classification result for the documents considered. This vector is represented as nxcd(j0.
T . To solve this problem, an unknown α has to be found such that the condition below is fulfilled.
The value of α is found by assuming some initial value and then iterating until (1) is approximately satisfied. Then for each class the weight vector, wd j0.1 , of df c m (j) ≥ 0.1 is determined as follows
Now the test documents can be operated upon by this algorithm so that classification performance of the algorithm can be assessed. When a new document xb(d ) from the test collection is considered for classification, words from class c 1 with df c m (j) ≤ 0.1 are checked for their presence or absence in the test document and the corresponding vector xb(d j ) as explained for algd1 is formed. Inner product of each of these vectors xb(d j ) is taken with the weight vector wd j0.1 given by cls jd =< xb(d j ), wd j0.1 >. Similarly the above procedure can be used to find the vector wt j0.1 corresponding to class c j represented as vector of class term frequency xct(j). Then vector xt(d j ) corresponding to test document xt(d ) for class c j can be found. The inner product as above is given by cls jt =< xt(d j ), wt j0.1 >. The decisions, H Alg2d (xb(d )) and H Alg2t (xt(d )), of the algorithms as the class to which the test document belongs are respectively given by, In this corpus every paper cites or is cited by at least one other paper. The documents are represented as binary vectors and citation graphs as represented as < ID of cited paper > < ID of citing paper >. Here the left column contains the identity of cited papers and the right column contains the identity of citing papers. In this corpus, one third of data from each topic is used as test data and the rest is used as training data.The Cora data set is used only with SVM.
VI. RESULTS
The performance criterion considered for the algorithms is the ratio of the correctly classified test documents to the total number of test documents. The table below 2 are similar. This shows that class document frequency is an important learned feature. Algorithms, Algd1 and Algt1 perform comparably and algorithms Algd2 and Algt2 also perform comparably. This means that term frequency does not add to the performance compared to the class document frequency. Using only class document frequency reduces the computational cost by avoiding counting number of words in document which has to be done for computing term frequency. Algd2 shows that even if words with low class document frequency are removed the performance is not much affected emphasizing the importance of high class document frequency. The algorithm developed is simple in that it is based on inner product for classification of documents and so is computationally cheap compared to other more complicated algorithms. Figure 6 .3 gives the performance of SVM on data with class document frequency and class document frequency of link of the document which shows that class document frequency of words along with the class document frequency of the link further enhances the performance of learning algorithm.
VII. SUMMARY AND FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
It is clear from the results that the learning algorithms we considered perform comparably whether they are trained with term frequency or class document frequency. The reason for this is, term frequency implicitly gives information on class document frequency as a word present in different documents during the training of machine learning algorithms. This is the reason that the performance of SVM does not degrade when the documents are represented just as binary vector because then, the only feature that SVM is learning is the class document frequency. The class document frequency is the underlying important feature that machine learning algorithms learn and is used as discriminator for document categorization. We also showed that two very simple classifiers, Algd1 and Algd2 based on df c alone perform similarly compared to Algt1 and Algt2. Although not the best, yet the developed algorithm has performance comparable to that of other complicated learning algorithms. When the class document frequency of the link is incorporated with that of the words there is further enhancement in the classification performance of the algorithm. This verifies that class document frequency is an important feature and should be the underlying learned feature during the training of machine learning algorithms for text categorization. Although the empirical results show that df c is an important feature for text categorization further research would consider analytical studies justifying this.
